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With Two main Divisions TCI KSA Provide the Egyptian market with distinguished End 2 End Solution, We employ state of the art technology to bridge the gap between local business requirements and global leading-edge technology.

We cover a wide spectrum of the economic sectors, such as ISO Certifications and Wi-Fi Home Automations. We are totally focused on our customers and on providing them with end-to-end Smart solutions and ISO Certifications Services that enable them to streamline their business operations, reduce their costs, drive better performance, and build a competitive edge.

Using the Collected Experiences From the Integrated Project TCI Established Its New Division, TCI offer a completed automation control for residential and commercial building, include lighting automation, Curtain Control, HVAC, LED Show control, Background Music, home appliance control, Energy management, safe and security, Remote control by Smart Phone.

**Home automation or smart home** is the residential extension of building automation and involves the control and automation of lighting, heating, ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC), appliances, and security. Modern systems generally consist of switches and sensors connected to a central hub sometimes called a "gateway" from which the system is controlled with a user interface that is interacted either with a wall-mounted terminal, mobile phone software, tablet computer or a web interface.

**WHAT CAN I CONTROL?**

**LIGHTING**

Obtain the ability to manage your home lighting from where ever you are in the world. Control individual lights located in different parts of your home all from your own bed, kitchen, car, of even if you are poolside at a resort on the other side of the planet. Home automation gives you full authority over your home’s lighting from where ever, whenever.

**SECURITY SYSTEMS & ACCESS CONTROL**

Remotely open a garage door or unlock/lock a specific door within your home all from your fingertips. With a home automated security system, your house can directly contact you, sending an alert about a specific security related event that has occurred on your property. Be it a trespasser, water leak, or a sudden rise in temperature, home automation remains on guard for you.
CAMERAS

Cameras have been a staple of home and business security for some time now and advancements in technology have allowed for improved optics, sensors, and many other special features including the ability to remotely view your property. Log into your camera and visually see, in real-time, specific areas of your home or business while you are away. Rotate, reposition, record, zoom, and snap photos all from the palm of your hand. Go a step further, and automate your camera to record at a specified time. Even allow it to automatically snap a picture when it senses movement. Cameras add a vast amount of unique features and capabilities to anyone’s property.

HOME THEATER & ENTERTAINMENT

Your Home Theater system has many components, from Blu-Ray Players and external D/A converters to digital cable boxes and HTPCs. Every part of your Home Theater system performs very specific roles to envelop you in audio-visual nirvana. Home automation can power on specific components and select which inputs and outputs to switch to all from one remote and all from one button. No longer do you have to manually perform several different steps to achieve a single outcome. Home automation performs for you and brings easy management to your ever growing Home Theater system.

CURTAIN CONTROL

Let your imagination take over. How about setting an 'afternoon nap button' which would close your bedroom curtains for 30 minutes as you enjoy a nice nap, then open them again to wake you up gently? Or you could set them up to open and close automatically to make it look like someone’s at home when you're on holiday... The only limit is your imagination!

THERMOSTATS

A remote controlled thermostat provides you with complete control over your home’s temperature. Operate your home’s heater or air conditioning while from the cozy confines of your bed, in your car while driving from work, at an airport as you wait for your flight to leave, or when your flight touches down in another country. Receive alerts when temperatures get too low or too high, keeping your pets and plants happy while you’re away. Maintain a comfortable living environment within your home all from your fingers tips.
WHAT IS HOME AUTOMATION?

A Smart Home is a Happy Home. From the time you wake up to the time you hit the hay, smart home products make your day easier and more comfortable.

Now works with The Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa.

READY TO GO SMART?
Make sure your home Wi-Fi is too! Don’t forget to check coverage in the parts of your home where you’re planning to install smart products.
If the signal is weak, you can use a Wi-Fi range extender to boost your coverage, or upgrade to a router that can cover your home in stronger, farther-reaching Wi-Fi.
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